UNAMIR FORCE HQ  
OUTGOING FACSIMILE  

| TO: ANAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK | FROM: R. A. DALLAIRE  
MAJ GEN  
FORCE COMMANDER  
UNAMIR, RWANDA |
|-----------------------------|-------------------------|
| INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, 
NEW YORK | 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053</th>
<th>FAX: 001 (212) 963 3090</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:  

- UROMUR: FAX (256)486-23816  
- UNAMIR (NAIROBI): FAX 254-2-622668  
- MILOS CP HQ  
- GHANDATT  
- TUN COY  

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 181800B JUN TO 190600B JUN 94.  
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR  

DIRECT: MIR -112  
MISC - 994  

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.  
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERS PERIOD 181600B JUL TO 190600B JUN 94.

1. **GENRAL SITUATION:** THE NIGHT WAS RELATIVELY CALM IN THE EAST, AND SOUTHERN PARTS OF THE CITY. RPF CONTINUED TO HARASS AND ISOLATE RGF POSITIONS WITH ARTY/MORTAR, HMG AND SAMS FIRE WHICH DREW RETALIATORY FIRE FROM THE RGF. THE INTERHABE/MILITIA ACTIVITIES ARE STILL ON THE INCREASE WHILE THEY CONTINUE TO CONTROL ROAD BLOCKS AND CHECK POINTS JOINTLY WITH THE GENDARMERIE IN RGF AREAS IN THE CITY. THE SITUATION AT ST. PAUL AND STE FAMILLE WAS VERY CALM OVERNIGHT. IN THE SOUTH, FIGHTING IS REPORTED ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF BUTARE. NO CHANGES IN THE SITUATION IN THE NORTH. THERE ARE REPORTS OF FIGHTING IN AND AROUND RUGEGERI. TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PERSON WILL CONTINUE THIS MORNING DEPENDING ON THE SECURITY SITUATION. TWO MILOB TEAMS LEFT FOR KAGITUMBA WITH PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI. THE ROAD LIFT OF APCs AND OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING IN ENTEBBE TO KIGALI REMAIN UNCLEAR BY RPF FOR THE PAST TWO DAYS. REQUEST WAS MADE TO RPF TO ALLOW THE APCs COME TO KIGALI. RPF HAS NOT YET GIVEN CLEARANCE.

2. **POLITICAL ACTIVITIES:** STATEMENTS CONTINUE TO BE ISSUED BY THE POLITICAL LEADERSHIP OF BOTH SIDES FOR AND AGAINST THE FRENCH INTERVENTION. TENSION CONTINUES TO GROW IN BURUNDI.

3. **FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES:**

   A. **RPF:** RPF CONTINUED THEIR PRESSURE ON RGF POSITIONS IN KICHIRO, NYAMIRABO, KIMIHURA AND THE CITY CENTRE WITH ARTY/MORTAR, HMG AND SAMS FIRE EARLY THIS MORNING. FIGHTING IS REPORTED TO BE INTENSE IN NYAMIRABO AND IN THE VALLEY TO THE NORTH OF STE FAMILLE. THE ADVANCE SOUTH CONTINUES TOWARDS BUTARE AND KIBUYE. SPORADIC EXCHANGES OF FIRE WERE REPORTED AROUND RUHENGRI WITH NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN DISPOSITIONS OF TROOPS.

   B. **RGF:** RGF CONTINUED TO DEFEND THEIR POSITIONS WITHIN THE CITY AND RETALIATED TO RPF FIRES WITH MORTAR, HMG AND SMALL ARMS FIRE. FORTIFICATION OF THEIR POSITIONS CONTINUED IN KICHIRO, NYAMIRABO, KIMIHURA AND THE CITY CENTRE.

   C. **MILITIA:** THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MILITIA/INTERHABE ARE ON THE INCREASE IN RGF CONTROLLED AREAS AND POSE A THREAT TO CIVILIANS AND CHILDREN IN REFUGEE CAMPS.

4. **OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES**

   A. **FORCE HQ:** NORMAL ROUTINE WAS CONDUCTED. STAFF BRIEF WAS CONDUCTED AT 1900 HRS. STAFF PREPARATIONS TO RECEIVE TROOPS/EQUIPMENT OF THE EXPANDED UNAMIR FORCE CONTINUE TO BE MADE. THE FC IS SCHEDULED TO MEET WITH GEN KAGAME TO DISCUSS THE MOVEMENT OF TROOPS/EQUIPMENT FROM NAIROBI TO KIGALI THROUGH RPF LINES. THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR AND HIS TEAM LEFT FOR BYUMBA THIS MORNING FOR AUDIENCE WITH THE RPF.
B. UNOMUR. AREA OF OPERATION REMAINS CALM. CONDUCTED ROUTINE PATROLS. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT.

C. OSAMBAATT. CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SECURITY AT KIA, AMAHORO STADIUM AND FORCE HQ. ALSO OFFERED PROTECTION TO DISPLACED CIVILIANS AT KIA AND AMAHORO STADIUM. CONDUCTED PATROLS WITHIN KIA GENERAL AREA AND ALONG RUNWAY FROM 2200 HRS TO 2100 HRS AND FROM 0430 HRS TO 0510 HRS.

D. THE PLATOON(+). CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SECURITY AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL, HOTEL MERIDIAN AND HOTEL MILLES COLLINE. OBSERVED EXCHANGES OF MORTAR AND RPG FIRE BETWEEN RPF POSITION AND RPF IN KYCHI, KINIRURU CAMP AND THE CITY CENTRE.

E. HILOR. CONTINUED TO MONITOR THE SITUATION AT MILLES COLLINE. HOTEL. TWO TEAMS ESCORTED PERSONNEL GOING TO NAIROBI VIA ENTEBBE TO THE UGANDA BORDER THIS MORNING. ONE TEAM ALSO ESCORTED THE HUMAN RIGHTS TEAM TO KIJUMBA THIS MORNING. ONE OBSERVER WAS MEDIVAC TO NAIROBI FOR A MEDICAL TREATMENT TODAY.

5. USCIVPOL. REORGANIZATION AND THEIR EMPLOYMENT CONTINUES.

6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. CARE AND ASSISTANCE FOR THE DISPLACED PERSONS AT KIA AND AMAHORO STADIUM CONTINUED. ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE TO MOV THE 900 DISPLACED PERSONS AT KIA TO AMAHORO STADIUM TO CREATE ROOM FOR THE INCOMING TROOPS. THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE WILL CONTINUE THIS MORNING. IT IS EXPECTED THAT BOTH SIDES WILL OBSERVE A TRUCE DURING THE PERIOD TO FACILITATE THE TRANSFER. A 15 YEARS OLD GIRL DIED AT KIA REFUGEE CAMP AND WAS BURIED AT THE SAME LOCATION.

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

8. LOGISTICS. NO CHANGE FROM LAST SITREP. STOCK OF FUEL IS NOW COMPLETELY EXHAUSTED.

9. MIS. NTR.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL NR</th>
<th>DTG</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>181929</td>
<td>HEAVY ARTY/MORTAR FIRING FROM CND ROUND ABOUT TOWARDS KIMIKUMIRA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>182034</td>
<td>ARRANGE FOR CLEARANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION TEAM TO VISIT THE SITE OF THE AIRCRASH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>182142</td>
<td>RPF CLEARANCE FOR THE CONTRACTOR, LO RPF WANTS ALL DETAILS ABOUT HIS MISSION PUT ON PAPER.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>